Introduction
Komo (also known as Koma, ISO 693-3 code xom) is a little-described endangered language spoken along the Ethiopia, Sudan and South Sudan border.
1 Determining the population of Komo speakers at present has been challenging for several reasons. Lewis et al.'s (2015) estimates (10,000 in Sudan and 5,000 in Ethiopia) date back to 1976 and the most recent Ethiopian census data from 2007, citing 15,000 ethnic 'Komo' in Ethiopia, groups together speakers of Komo and the related Koman language Gwama (FDCREPC 2008) . In Ethiopia, speakers of Komo and Gwama identify ethnically as "Komo" yet recognize they speak two mutually unintelligible languages (Yehualashet 2008 , Küspert 2015 . Henceforth, "Komo", will refer specifically to speakers of the Komo language, which can be found in two main areas in Ethiopia, the Mao-Komo special woreda (district) of the Benishangul-Gumuz Regional State and in Gambella, the capital of the Gambella Regional State and in a nearby village.
2
In the Mao-Komo special woreda, which extends westward to the border of South Sudan, the majority of Komo speakers live in remote enclaves scattered along the border, communicable only by footpaths. Historically, communities residing in these borderlands, including the Komo, have lived in a continuum of subjection and migration (Meckelburg 2015:23) , the result of being traded as slaves, a practice which dates back to the 19th century in this region (Corfield 1938:129) . This was also witnessed in the late 1800's by the Dutch traveller Juan María Schuver, who visited Komo villages in the Sudan (James et al. 1996) . The slave trade led to cultural and social subjugation, which resulted in forced migration and fragmentation of the people groups of the Ethio-Sudan borderlands for decades. Slave trading of the Komo and other minority groups of this area continued well into the 1930s (Meckelburg 2015) . More recently, due to the current federal policy This paper is organized as follows: the contrastive consonant inventory is discussed in §2. Contrastive vowels and ATR harmony are treated in §3. Syllable structure and ambiguous sequences are examined in §4 and contrastive tone melodies in monomorphemic roots and in polymorphemic inflected verbs are discussed in §5. Lastly, morphophonological processes in the verb are discussed in §6.
Consonants
The Komo contrastive consonant inventory contains 23 phonemic consonants (Table 1) . 6 There is a three-way contrast for plosives in the bilabial, alveolar and velar places of articulation and a three-way contrast in manner of articulation, which includes plain, ejective and implosive stops. This inventory is largely consistent with previous analyses of Komo, with the exception of the velar nasal and the glottal stop, which are of marginal status. 
Marginally phonemic consonants: the velar nasal [ŋ] and the glottal stop [ʔ]
I consider the glottal stop /ʔ/ and the velar nasal /ŋ/ marginally phonemic consonants in the inventory due to their very limited distribution. Both the velar nasal and the glottal stop can occur phonetically in predictable environments: the glottal stop can occur before a word-initial vowel presumably to satisfy syllable onset requirements and the velar nasal can surface as a homorganic nasal before a velar stop. But there are instances where both the glottal stop and the velar nasal are phonemically contrastive segments discussed below. Burns (1947) only mentions the velar nasal as an allophone of the alveolar nasal assimilating to a following velar consonant. 6 See Appendix 1 for evidence of consonant contrast in initial, medial and final position. 7 Burns (1947) and Bender (1971:261) propose an identical consonant inventory to the current analysis with the exception of the velar nasal, which is not contrastive in their analyses. Similarly, Negash (2015) includes the velar stop but lacks the velar nasal and Yehualashet (2008) presents a 24-consonant inventory which lacks a bilabial implosive but includes a phonemic velar nasal, glottal stop and a voiceless bilabial fricative -the latter of which I consider to be an allophonic surface realization of intervocalic /b/.
The velar nasal occurs in two positions, word-internally and word-finally, where it may or may not alternate with the alveolar nasal ( Table 2) . 8 Word internally, the velar nasal occurs in two distinct environments: intervocalically, where it is marginally contrastive as very few nearminimal pairs exist; or as a homorganic nasal assimilating in place to a following velar stop across morpheme boundaries. In word-final position, the velar nasal [ŋ] can alternate with the alveolar nasal [n] in some lexemes but not all, an alternation that varies across different speakers. 9 It is difficult to know for certain whether or not the word-final velar nasal is the result of a prior homorganic [NCvelar] sequence from which the velar stop was lost over time. In total, there are only about twenty instances of an unconditioned velar nasal in my data. Although also of marginal status, the glottal stop appears to have a larger presence in the phonological system than the velar nasal. Before discussing the contrastive instances of the glottal stop, the predictable phonetic realization of glottal stop is explained.
First, there is phonetic glottal stop epenthesis before word-initial vowels. This epenthetic glottal stop is non-contrastive and has a gradient phonetic realization across speakers (Table 3) . Vowel initial words are not altogether common in Komo and one possible explanation of epenthesis of the glottal stop is to satisfy certain syllable onset requirements. Thus far there do not appear to be any co-occurrence restrictions regarding word-initial glottal stop epenthesis and vowel or tone. 8 All Komo data is presented phonemically unless indicated otherwise. Phonetic data is in brackets. Following Africanist norms, the grapheme <y> represents IPA palatal glide /j/ and <sʼ> represents the voiceless alveolar ejective affricate. Other symbols are used in accord with the IPA standard. Abbreviations are as follows: APPL=applicative, DD=deictic directional, EX=exclusive, IN= inclusive, F=feminine, M=masculine, NH=non-human, NEG= negative, O= object, REDUP= reduplication, PL=plural, PLU=pluractional, SG=singular. Tone: v́=(H)igh, v̄=(M)id, v̀= (L)ow, v̂=(F)alling, v̌=(R)ising. 9 Speakers have not formed a consensus as to which segment they feel is the "correct" form in words where there is a [n ~ ŋ] alternation. This variation requires further investigation. There is a handful of monomorphemic verb roots that display what appears to be a contrastive word-final glottal stop. These CVʔ verb roots behave like CVC roots when they occur with inflectional morphology. To illustrate, near minimal pairs inflected with the deictic directional suffix /-í/ DD∅ are seen in Table 4 . 10 In this paradigm, verb roots ending in a consonant take the DD∅ suffix /-í/ realized as [i] before bound pronominal suffixes that only consist of a consonant (e.g. 3SG.M /-r/). By contrast, roots that end in a vowel take the DD∅ suffix realized as zero.
11 In a near minimal pair, the verb /yàʔ/ 'vomit' takes the /-i/ form of the DD∅ suffix, whereas /yà/ 'go.SG' takes the zero form of the suffix. In some roots, there is an alternation between the presence and absence of a glottal stop, as seen in the inflected verb /bɔʔ/ 'hide' (Table 4) . Further, a very small portion of synchronically monomorphemic lexical roots exhibit a phonetic intervocalic glottal stop (Table 5) . In natural speech, the intervocalic glottal stop can also be elided and is thus creating a lack of phonological contrast for the glottal stop in this position. 
Aspiration and lenition: Plain stops and fricatives
As seen in Table 1 , stops contrast for three points of articulation (bilabial, alveolar and velar), as well as for four laryngeal features (voiceless, voiced, ejective and implosive). 12 The allophonic realizations for these eleven plosives are discussed below.
10 Komo deictic directional suffixes are highly productive and polyfunctional morphemes, which code the direction or path of motion on translational motion verb roots and display Associated Motion on roots that do not express motion in their inherent lexical semantics (cf. Payne & Otero 2016 12 The exception to the three-way contrast is the lack of a velar implosive, which incidentally is not found in any of the living Koman languages.
First, the bilabial and alveolar implosives have a limited distribution, occurring only in wordinitial position where they are realized as traditional implosives, with ingressive air following an oral release.
13 Second, plain voiceless stops are phonetically aspirated in word-initial and wordfinal position. Intervocalically, voiceless stops can be realized with aspiration or they can also lenite to voiceless fricatives. Third, voiced stops are realized with a delayed release before a pause. Aspiration is thus a key phonetic cue that distinguishes voicing in plain stops both word-initially and word-finally. Word-initial and word-final phonetic realizations in plain voiced and voiceless stops are seen in Table 6 .
Word-initial
Word-final Intervocalically, it is common for the voiceless stops to lenite and weaken to fricatives (Table  7) , creating non-contrastive free variation among the allophones of /p/ ([p, pʰ, ɸ]), /t/ ([t, tʰ]) and /k/ ([k, kʰ, x] ). Plain voiced stops can also lenite intervocalically surfacing as the voiced fricatives and tap [β, ɾ, ɣ] . Intervocalic lenition of plain voiceless and voiced stops is non-categorical and gradient across speakers, more evident in casual or fast speech. 
Lenition and neutralization: Implosives and ejectives
The implosives have a limited word-initial distribution and do not display any significant allophonic variation. As such, implosive consonants will not be discussed further in this section. The ejectives, on the other hand, are not restricted within the word and display both categorical and free phonetic variation. "Categorical variation" here refers to an ejective phoneme which has particular allophonic realizations in specific environments and within specific types of words. Free variation refers to allophones created via common phonetic processes, namely intervocalic lenition and word-final articulation without a glottal release. Word-initially, the ejectives are always articulated with glottal release. Word-medially, the ejectives /pʼ, tʼ, kʼ, sʼ/ can either be released, or weaken to voiced allophones [b, d, g, z] , respectively.
14 Word-finally, there is variation between released and unreleased ejective allophones. The behavior suggests an intermediate process of deglottalization in word-final position across place of articulation: the bilabial is the most affected, followed by the alveolar and lastly the velar ejective. Fallon (1998:193) claims that crosslinguistically, deglottalization of ejectives is a natural type of lenition, often resulting in neutralization with stops. Deglottalization occurs most commonly in coda position and it is more common for ejectives to neutralize with voiceless stops. In the related Koman language Gwama, Goldberg (2015) describes ejective neutralization with voiced stops in medial position and complete neutralization with both voiced and voiceless stops in word-final position.
In Komo monomorphemic roots, intervocalic ejectives have an audible release, clearly contrasting with other plosives, as seen in the near minimal triplets in Table 8 . Further, speakers have very little confusion identifying intervocalic ejectives and discriminating them from plain stops in monomorphemic roots. [yìsʼ]
'chest' 'hide (n)' In polymorphemic inflected verbs, intervocalic ejectives exhibit considerable allophony. For instance, /tʼ, kʼ/ can be realized as [tʼ, kʼ] or as unaspirated [t, k] . By contrast, /sʼ/ largely retains its glottal release, being realized as [sʼ] , though weakening to [z] also occurs. 16 The bilabial ejective /pʼ/ is very frequently, if not always, realized as [b] in natural fast speech. 17 The data in Table 11 show the verb roots seen in Table 10 inflected with the morpheme /-í/ DD∅, followed by the person marker /-r/ 3SG.M or /-n/ 3SG.N. 'He swallows.' Table 11 Pronunciation of intervocalic ejectives in inflected verbs
In sum, word-final ejectives in monomorphemic noun roots behave distinctly from word-final ejectives in monomorphemic verb roots. Noun roots preserve the laryngeal feature while in verb roots, ejectives are optionally unreleased word-finally and neutralize with voiced non-ejective allophones intervocalically. One observation is that Komo noun roots do not ever occur with suffixes or enclitics while verb roots are frequently inflected with vowel-initial suffixes. The following Table 12 contains a complete distribution of the allophones of the stops and sibilants in word-initial, intervocalic and word-final positions. 
Contrastive vowel inventory
Komo has seven contrastive vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ, a, ɔ, ʊ, u/ ( Burns (1947) proposes a ten-vowel inventory including seven oral vowels /i, e, ɛ, a, ɔ, o, u/ and three nasal vowels /ĩ, ɛ, ã/.
19 Nasal vowels, if they are indeed phonemic, are at best marginally phonemic and are always followed by a nasal consonant. Evidence for a seven-vowel phonemic inventory is seen in the following (near) minimal pairs in Table 14 where first tier contains data contrasting the front vowels and /a/ and the second tier shows contrast in the back vowels and /a/. A plot of the Komo vowel space reproduced here from Olejarczuk, Otero & Baese-Berk's (2016) study is seen in . The study measured a total of 6,815 total vowel tokens in a variety of consonantal environments extracted from 1,636 utterances produced by twelve adult male L1 Komo speakers. A total of 6,815 vowels (including those in the verbs and in the surrounding words) were measured at the midpoint for F1and F2.
20 Formants were measured manually using Praat software (Boersma 2002 ) and normalized using the Lobanov procedure to account for physiological differences across the speakers (Kendall & Thomas 2010) . The ellipses in the vowel plot indicate regions within 1 standard deviation of the means. All plots collapse across prosodic and segmental environments. F1 was the most reliable correlate, where [+ATR] vowels had significantly lower F1 than their [-ATR] counterparts, which is consistent with other acoustic studies of languages with ATR harmony (e.g. Fulop et al. 1998 , Guion et al. 2004 ).
21 20 Tokens that deviated in F1 or F2 from the within-speaker category means by more than 3 standard deviations were thrown out. There were 103 such tokens (1.5%), leaving a total of 6,712 vowels for analysis. 21 I am indebted to Paul Olejarczuk for the acoustic measurements, custom Praat scripting, statistical analyses, as well as to Melissa Baese-Berk for overall dedication and commitment to the Komo ATR production and perception project. See Olejarczuk, Otero & Baese-Berk (in prep) for a more in-depth acoustic analysis. 
[ATR] Harmony
Advanced tongue root [ATR] harmony systems are often found in the Niger-Congo and NiloSaharan languages of sub-Saharan Africa (Casali 2008:497 ). Casali's (2003) typological survey of 110 languages found a direct correlation between the phonemic vowel inventory and the type of ATR harmony system displayed. The specific criterion is whether or not the phonemic ATR contrast is in the high vowels. Languages like Komo, which have phonemic ATR contrast in the high vowels, overwhelmingly display [+ATR] 'dominant-recessive' harmony (Casali 2008:520) . In this system, the feature [+ATR], considered 'dominant', spreads to 'recessive' [-ATR] vowels in a particular phonological domain (most often the word). Komo does in fact display this kind of [+ATR] dominance; but I show that the overall system also allows for [-ATR] spreading.
In fact, Komo has a highly productive and typologically unusual ATR harmony system that displays two distinct types of ATR assimilatory processes. The first process exemplifies [+ATR] dominant-recessive harmony and is anticipatory (leftward spreading), occurring in monomorphemic roots as well as in polymorphemic verbs. Otero's (2015) analysis and provides acoustic evidence by Olejarczuk, Otero and Baese-Berk (2016) to support the claims of an underlying seven vowel system and two distinct ATR harmony processes.
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Komo displays two categorical ATR harmony processes that are opposite both in terms of the ATR feature that spreads as well as the direction of the spreading. These processes are seen primarily in inflected verbs, as Komo lacks productive morphological processes on the whole outside of the verb. The verb roots in Table 15 contain [-high, -ATR] vowels /ɛ, a, ɔ/. Notice that 22 The term ATR here particularly refers to the phonological processes and makes no direct claim as to the articulatory gestures involved in producing the contrast. Recognition here must be given to Burns (1947:5) , as he noted some type of vowel assimilation processes as a marked feature of Komo where, "The vowels ɛ, a and ɔ are so affected, when followed by a close fronted vowel (i or e), or back u. Table 18 . To illustrate that not only root vowels can trigger [-ATR] spreading, the data in Table 19 show the same verb roots seen in Table 15 , now inflected with /-ʊ́/ DD1 followed by /-í/ 2SG. There are two phonetic outcomes in this case. The vowel /ʊ/ of the DD1 morpheme can either be realized as a bilabial glide [ʷ], presumably to avoid vowel hiatus, or /ʊ/ can be completely elided. What is relevant to the discussion of harmony is that in both cases, the [-ATR] feature of /ʊ/ is spread rightward to the following underlyingly [+ATR] Baković (2000) calls such exceptions "dominance reversals", and claims that they are unproductive and restricted to a few idiosyncratic morphemes. The facts of Komo resist such "ruleand-exception" accounts; both ATR processes are extremely productive and appear to be phonologically conditioned. This apparent symmetry calls into question the typological validity of the notion of ATR "dominance".
Syllable structure
A template of the Komo syllable is seen in Figure 2 . I discuss the unambiguous syllable types (CV and CVC), complex codas (CVNC) and vowel-initial syllables in §4.1. Glides are treated in §4.2, by first describing phonetically conditioned labialization and palatalization then moving onto complex onsets (CGV, CGVC) in §4.3. Lastly, consonant clusters within polysyllabic words and across syllables types are examined in §4.4. 
Unambiguous syllable types and complex codas
By far the most common and most unambiguous syllable type in monomorphemic words are CV and CVC (Table 21 ). Every consonant in the phonemic inventory can occur as an onset of a wordinitial CV/CVC syllable.
25 Any consonant, with the exception of implosives /ɓ, ɗ/ and the glottal fricative /h/ can occur as codas of a word-final CVC syllable. Syllable nuclei in the CV and CVC shapes are always vocalic elements that function as tone bearing units. 26 Complex codas in monomorphemes are restricted to having a nasal consonant as the first of a two consonant NC coda. CVNC syllables are restricted to word-final position while CV and CVC syllables can occur both word-medially and word-finally. Vowel initial syllables with V and VC shapes are also attested, though at a much lower frequency than CVC and CV syllable types. 27 In word-initial position a vowel-initial syllable may occur with a phonetic glottal stop [ˀV] , as discussed in §2.1. This suggests that glottal stop epenthesis may be a strategy employed to derive a more common CV(C) syllable shape from a 25 The exception is the velar nasal [ŋ], whose phonemic status is debatable; see §2.1 for discussion. 26 Vocalic nuclei can occur with level or contour tones. See §0 for further discussion of tone. 27 Approximately 20 VC syllables and 2 V syllables comprising monomorphemic words or clitics occur in the lexical database.
vowel-initial syllable to satisfy a phonotactic constraint of a consonant in syllable onset position word-initially. 
Glides: Phonetic labialization and palatalization
In Komo, glides can occur both phonetically and phonologically, and this has led to differing analyses in prior research. Burns (1947:3) asserts that all of the 23 consonants in the phonemic inventory can be labialized or palatalized word-initially but it is unclear whether he is positing phonologically-contrastive consonant phonemes, consonant allophones, or sequences of two separate consonants. Bender (1983:261) , proposes non-phonemic labialized allophones [pʷ, tʷ, sʼʷ, ʃʷ, kʷ, gʷ, kʼʷ] restricted to word-initial position. In discussing complex onsets, Negash (2015) mixes predictable, phonetically-conditioned labialized and palatalized consonants with phonological consonant-glide (CG) onsets. I first discuss the predictable phonetic result of coarticulation from the following vowel onto a preceding consonant (i.e. "allophones" of the consonants) and then move on to complex onsets of the CG type. Lastly, I discuss ambiguous sequences.
There is non-contrastive labialization and palatalization occurring on word-initial consonants only in environments containing the mid vowels /ɛ, ɔ/. Phonetic labialization of a word-initial consonant occurs when followed by the mid back round vowel [ɔ, o] , and similarly conditioned palatalization occurs with consonants preceding [ɛ, e] . Consonants which do not participate in these processes are nasals, liquids and semi-vowels. Examples of phonetic palatalization and labialization are in Table 22 . It is important to underscore that the above-mentioned processes are strictly the phonetic result of coarticulation. There is no evidence for phonemic contrast between "labialized" and nonlabialized consonants before the vowel /ɔ/ ([ɔ, o]) (e.g. "kʷɔ" vs. "kɔ") and likewise is there no contrast between "palatalized" and non-palatalized consonants before /ɛ/ [ɛ, e] (e.g. "sʼʸɛ" vs. "sʼɛ"). Prior descriptions of Komo have transcribed some of the sequences in Table 22 as if they were phonemic Cw/Cy sequences. 29 Thus the predictable phonetic labialization and palatalization do not have any bearing on the canonical CV and CVC syllable types.
Consonant-glide onsets
While the previous section showed how two particular vowels cause phonetic labialization and palatalization in word-initial consonants, I interpret these as a single consonantal phoneme in a simple syllable onset. The only complex onsets in Komo consist of an initial consonant followed by either a labiovelar approximant /w/ or a palatal glide /y/. Furthermore, the vowel /a/ is always the syllable nucleus of a Cy onset. Cw onsets occur primarily with /a/ as the nucleus, though there are few exceptions discussed below. 30 The near minimal pairs in Table 23 provide evidence for complex onsets, again restricted to word-initial syllables. Complex onsets containing a labio-velar approximant (CwV) are headed by all attested phonemic stops and fricatives except for the bilabial implosive /ɓ/ and the voiceless bilabial ejective /pʼ/. The CyV sequence is much more limited and the attested C-glide sequences in wordinitial position are seen in Table 24 A peculiar phenomenon is the existence of a word-initial, phonetically palatalized glottal stop [ʔʸ] . I interpret this as a glottal stop followed by a palatal glide sequence occurring before the vowel /a/, which patterns consistently with the data in Table 24 . 31 The palatalized glottal stop is found in three words, [ Taking word-initial consonant-glide sequences into account, three additional syllable types can be derived (Table 26 ). These syllable types pattern with the unambiguous types Table 21 in that CG onset syllables allow a simple coda CGVC and a complex CGVNC coda. Further, CG onset syllables distribute like CV syllables in that CGV and CGVC can occur word-medially and CGVNC can only occur word-finally. There are no instances of a word final CGV syllable in which the glide element is a palatal glide /y/. There is a handful of high-frequency words that don't follow the general patterns described above for the distribution of syllables within a word. The exceptions are words that largely contain 31 Many speakers insisted that the word-initial palatalized glottal stop [ʔʸ] was not the 'same sound' as a word-initial palatal glide [y] and should have a different orthographic representation. Other speakers said the sounds were 'a bit different' but representing them with a single grapheme was acceptable. a high, front vowel in the nucleus, a contour tone and a complex Cw onset. Table 27 contains words with complex onsets followed by a vowel with a level tone (CGV) as compared to words with a vowel with a contour tone (CGV ). Notice that the nuclei of the proposed CGV syllable types can contain a high, front vowel /i, ɪ/ as well as /a/.
CGV [i, ɪ] CGV̌ Table 27 Word-initial CG onsets before high, front vowels
While examining Semitic languages of Ethiopia, Goldenberg (2013:77-78) observes "[...] a general tendency of Ethiopian languages to decompose u into its components, viz. labiality or rounding and syllabicity (ʷ +V), and then to lose concomitant labiality when following a nonlabializable consonant (C + V), but retain it when following a labializable (kʼ, x, g or k) consonant (Cʷ+V)." Comparative data from related Koman languages reveals the vocalic origin of certain ambiguous sequences. For instance, a CGV sequence containing a high, front vowel quality in the nucleus in Komo, e.g. ʃwǐ 'beer' has cognates containing /u/ as a vowel nucleus in related languages-sū in Uduk, ʃʊ́l in Highland Gwama and sùd̪ in Dana, which suggests a vocalic origin for some synchronic Komo labialized Cw onsets, specifically in this case when occurring with a contour tone and a high, front vowel nucleus. Further, Cw sequences in Komo occur frequently with "labializable" /k, g, kʼ, ʃ/ as the initial consonant and less so with /s, t, sʼ/. Further investigation and comparative evidence is needed.
Consonant clusters
The previous sections described consonant clusters in tauto-syllabic onsets and tauto-syllabic codas. Hetero-syllabic sequences of two distinct consonants (C1C2), are somewhat rare in isolated monomorphemic words.
32 Table 28 contains hetero-syllabic consonant sequences (C1C2) across syllables within monomorphemic words. 33 On the whole nasals and liquids form the initial consonant in a sequence followed by sibilants. Initial stops are rare and limited to the few examples in the table, some of which are place names that may not be of Komo origin. No medial or final clusters containing the following consonants in first position were found: /p, pʼ, ɓ, d, tʼ, ɗ, k, g, kʼ, z, h, w, y, ʔ/. 
Tone
Komo displays three level tones as well as rising and falling contour tones. Overall, tone is quite stable in Komo: there is no evidence of downstep or downdrift in prosodic words or even across longer sentences and virtually every underlying tone and tone melody surfaces faithfully. The functional load of tone is moderate in the lexicon, more present in the verbal system where verbs can be subcategorized into classes by their tonal behavior. Further, many verb roots can also be tonally suppletive in number. In §5.1, I briefly discuss contrastive tone melodies in monomorphemic nouns and then move on to verbs in §5.2, where the discussion focuses on outlining the general patterns for verb tone classes and highlighting some anomalies in the system. Burns (1947) claims there are four level tones in Sudanese Komo but I find no evidence, either phonetic or phonological, to support this in Ethiopian Komo. The current analysis proposes three level tones: (L)ow, (M)id and (H)igh. Phonemic contrast for the three level tones in monosyllabic words is seen in the near minimal monomorphemic triplets in Table 29 . There is ample phonological data to show contrast among the three level tones (cf. Appendix B). The acoustics also confirm these findings as the F0 values of the three level tone categories are significantly distinct from each other. The mean and standard deviation of the fundamental frequencies for each of the three level tones were measured from a total of 6,815 vowel tokens extracted from 1,636 utterances produced by twelve male L1 Komo speakers. The data were taken Komo also displays (R)ising and (F)alling contour tones in monosyllabic monomorphemic roots as well as across morpheme boundaries in polymorphemic words, which can be monosyllabic or polysyllabic. In polymorphemic words, the contour tones can be analyzed as consisting of phonemic level tones. There does not appear to be more than one contrastive or rising tone in monomorphemic words. To be explicit, there are no minimal pairs of two falling tones (e.g. HL vs. HM) nor for rising tones (e.g. LM vs. LH). Table 30 Contour tone contrasts in monomorphemic roots 34 I am grateful to Paul Olejarczuk for help with measurement and statistical analysis. He notes the following, "To test whether the three tones differed significantly in normalized F0, a mixed effects linear regression was fit to the data, with random intercepts for both subjects and items as well as within-subject slopes for tone. The model revealed that both M and H tones featured significantly higher In other words, all of the differences apparent were statistically significant."
Tone in nouns
All of the possible combinations of the three level tones, which comprise a total of nine tone patterns, are exhibited in disyllabic nouns (Table 31 ). There do not appear to be any restrictions with regard to consonants and tonal combinations as both voiced and voiceless consonants occur before all three of the tone levels. Out of the data in Table 31 , the word-level tone combinations Monomorphemic words with more than two syllables are not common on the whole in Komo. The tonal patterns found in trisyllabic monomorphemic nouns are varied and some are rarer than others. Nonetheless, 26 of the 27 possible combinations are attested, with the exception of H.M.M (Table 32) . To generalize across the tone patterns on trisyllables, if a sequence of two identical tones followed by a distinct tone (e.g. L.L.H) can be analyzed as underlyingly L.H in autosegmental terms following the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP), then a total of 12 contrastive patterns can be analyzed
Tone in verbs: Tone classes and disyllabic roots
Tone has a heavier functional load in verbs, which is seen on the root level as well as in polymorphemic inflected verbs. Monosyllabic (C)V(C) verb roots are the predominant shape, though disyllabic CVCV(C) also occur.
Tone in Komo is rather stable overall, meaning that surface tone is almost always equivalent to the underlying tone, but there is an exception. In order to illustrate this, I examine monosyllabic verb roots. Monosyllabic verb roots fall into strict verb classes based on two criteria: the underlying tone of the verb root and how the root behaves tonally when inflected with DD and bound pronominal suffixes. The vast majority of monosyllabic verb roots occur with all three level tones (L, M, H).
35 Every finite verb must take one of three Deictic Directional (DD) suffixes, all of which contain a H tone vowel (Table 33 ). This suffix is followed by a bound pronominal suffix, most often realized as a consonant, which indexes an argument on the verb. The resulting shape of a verb with a monosyllabic root but also inflecting for a single argument is CVCV(C), containing two vocalic nuclei, each of which is a tone bearing unit.
DDØ DD1 DD2
/-í/ /-ʊ/ /-úk/ Four tone classes emerge when examining monosyllabic roots across the three DD paradigms. This is specifically due to the behavior of a particular subset of L tone roots when occurring with DD∅. Table 34 schematizes the tone classes by examining the underlying tone of monosyllabic verb roots as compared to the disyllabic inflected forms across the three DD paradigms when inflecting a single argument. Class L1, M and H roots (L, M and H tones respectively), retain their root tone when inflected across the three DD paradigms. Class L2 roots also have a L tone when inflected with DD1 and DD2 but crucially when inflected with DD∅, the expected L.H pattern surfaces as M.M as seen in the shaded area in Table 34 . Table 35 provides Komo data to illustrate the tone analysis schematized in Table 34 . The tone classes are indicated in the first column, followed by the root tone of the verb and a verb root from each class. The last four columns contain verbs inflected across the three deictic directional paradigms indexing a single argument (employing the 2PL suffix /-m/). Notice that the underlying L tone root in kɛd 'push' (Class L2) surfaces as M.M when inflected with DD∅ as indicated in the shaded portion. The tone classes also hold when a verb indexes two arguments (Subject and Object), and ultimately creates a trisyllabic word. Surface tone behavior follows the patterns outlined in Table  34 . 36 Class L2 The data show that not all L tone verb roots surface as L (as Class L2 roots surface as M when occurring with DD∅), and not all DD∅ surface as H (as DD∅ surfaces as M with Class L2 roots). Therefore, not only does the behavior of class L2 roots occurring with DD∅ necessitate more complex underlying tones, but the underlying tones of the remaining classes must be reexamined as well as these roots do not change when inflected with DD∅. While an in-depth analysis of tone is beyond the scope of this paper, what is important for the current discussion of surface tone patterns is that there are four tone classes. These four tone classes hold and remain contrastive in other aspects of Komo verb tonology.
Class Tone Root
Disyllabic verbs also occur in the lexicon and like disyllabic nouns, all of the nine possible tone combinations are exhibited ( Table 37 Tone patterns in disyllabic verbs
Tonal suppletion in verbs: Number distinction
A large portion of verb roots, largely if not exclusively intransitive verbs, are tonally suppletive in number. The distinction is realized across the behavior of the four tone classes (even if not evident by the tone of the root alone), as not all L tone roots behave similarly when inflected. Thus, one particular tone class marks singular subjects while an opposing class marks plural subjects. Taking into account the four tone classes, nine of the ten possible combinations attested are seen in Table  38 . The lack of an M (SG)/ L1 (PL) combination may be due to insufficient data rather than a systeminternal restriction. Interestingly there is no instance of an opposition within the L class of verbs (L1 / L2), which may suggest greater category affinity. This section examines the particular behavior of the Deictic Directional morpheme -úk (DD2) and its allophones [-úk /ʊ́k, -kú /kʊ́, -k, -ʷk] . 37 Recall that a finite verb takes bound pronominal suffixes following the Deictic Directional suffix. The particular allomorph of -úk (DD2) is largely conditioned by the shape of the following bound pronominal. When there is no bound pronominal morphology on the verb, DD2 always surfaces as -úk. This is seen in an Auxiliary construction, which contains a fully inflected auxiliary verb followed by a verb root inflected with a Deictic Directional [AUX-BP-(BP)-(BP) V-DD]. In this construction, seen in (2)-(4), the DD2 morpheme always surfaces as either [-uk] or [-ʊk] , regardless if the verb root is consonant or vowel-final. 'I will have swept it for her.'
bāʃ-g-ɪ̀n sɪ̀g-ʊḱ
bāʃ-g-ɪ̀n ʃá-úk NEG-1SG-3SG.NH eat.SG-DD2
'I haven't eaten it.'
37 While there is some synchronic evidence for positing -úk as an 'underlying form' of the morpheme, this does not come without its theoretical implications. Assuming that speakers hold a mental representation of a given form is not the task at hand here and assuming so often obscures diachronic processes that may have given rise to synchronic forms. As such, I use 'underlying form' here to mean the internally-reconstructed form.
Process rules for deriving allomorphs of /-úk/ are seen in Table 40 . Metathesis of /-úk/ occurs before consonant-initial suffixes (i), and vowel-deletion or residual labialization occurs before a suffix containing /a/ that is either (H)igh or (M)id tone (ii).
i.
-úk → -kú / __ +C
ii. -úk → -k ~ -ʷk / __+a (H or M tone)
iii. -úk → -úk (elsewhere) In §0 I discussed the distinct phonetic behavior of ejectives in monomorphemic noun and verb roots. Word-final ejectives are realized with glottal release in noun roots as opposed to verb roots.
Intervocalically, the ejective phonemes are realized with a glottal release in monomorphemes. But in polymorphemic verbs with inflectional morphology, the ejective and voiced stop contrast can often be neutralized. There also appears to be a cline in terms of how the ejectives are realized. The sibilant ejective /sʼ/ is almost always realized as an ejective, followed by the alveolar and velar ejectives /tʼ, kʼ/ which alternate with voiced stops. The bilabial /pʼ/ has a wider range of allophones and has neutralized with /b/ word-medially in inflected verbs. This peculiar phonetic behavior of ejectives, specifically the bilabial ejectives, is also reported for related Koman languages. 38 6.2 Consonant gemination in verbs: DD2 /-úk/ Consonant length is not a contrastive phonemic feature in Komo nor has it been reported in any other Koman language to date. However, heterosyllabic consonant gemination, a rare phenomenon in Komo, can occur within stems and across morpheme boundaries and is the result of morphophonological processes, namely metathesis, elision and partial reduplication which conspire such that the resulting surface forms contain a geminate consonant. The full word forms containing "geminate" consonants can ultimately contrast with non-geminate forms as minimal or near minimal pairs. Gemination in verbs can be seen in two environments: when a verb root ending in a velar stop is inflected with the /-úk/ DD2 suffix, and in verb stems that employ partial reduplication to code the pluractional.
The data in Table 41 show that certain morphophonological processes occur in verbs inflected with the suffix /-úk/ (DD2). When the inflected verb is formed by a root with a final velar consonant (C)VK, the result of these processes can create a sequence of contiguous velar stops, which in turn, is pronounced as a single geminate consonant. If other environmental factors, such as tone and vowel harmony align, length can be the only contrastive feature between inflected verbs (with roots that end in a velar stop). The data in Table 45 show pairs of verbs that contrast only in length. Notice that the vowel has elided in the forms inflected with the DD2 morpheme /-uk/. The result is a sequence of velar stops, which results in contrastive length when compared to the same verb inflected with DD∅. 39 pʊk-Ø-á cross-DDØ-1SG [pʊkā] 'I cross (river)' pʊk-úk-á cross-DD2-1SG [pʊkːá] 'I crossed (river)' sɔḱ-Ø-án sit.PL-DDØ-1PL.EX [sʷɔḱán] 'We sit' sɔḱ-úk-án sit.PL-DD2-1PL.EX [sʷɔḱːán ~ sókːán] 'We sat' ɓʊǵ-Ø-á wait-DDØ-1SG [ɓʊǵá] 'I wait' ɓʊǵ-úk-á wait-DD2-1SG
[ɓʊǵːá]
'I waited' Table 45 Velar consonant gemination in verbs inflected with /-úk/ DD2 compared to DD∅ Similar contrast in length is seen in some verbs inflected for 3SG.M (Table 46) . In these data, verb roots ending in a velar stop inflected with /-úk/ DD2 contrast in length with those inflected with /-ʊ́/ DD1. Note that the stem vowels do not surface identically for the ATR feature in 'He sows'. In the pairs, 'He crosses' and 'He waited', the only phonological contrast is length. In these 38 Goldberg (2015) shows very similar behavior in Gwama. Killian (2015:31) proposes spirantized allophones of ejectives intervocalically as well as unreleased ejective allophones word-finally in Uduk. Kebebw (2010) gives evidence for contrastive ejectives and implosives intervocalically and word-finally in Opo but does not provide any specific information on their phonetic realizations in these positions. van Silfhout (2013) provides a similar analysis for Opo but cites the absence of word-final implosives as a distributional restriction. 39 The vocalic variation in the verb stem [ɓʊǵːʊŕ] 'He waited (and left)' Table 46 Velar consonant gemination in verbs inflected with /-úk/ DD2 compared to /-ʊ/ DD1
Consonant gemination in verbs: Pluractional
Pluractional derivations can be employed to express actions as happening to many subjects or to many objects, or it can describe events as occurring repeatedly or habitually (Newman 1990 ). As such, the pluractional is commonly considered a property that codes verbal number or rather, multiplicity of a verbal event. In Komo, the pluractional is expressed by morphological derivation which involves a partial reduplication of the verb root. Monomorphemic monosyllabic verb roots in Komo have a CV or CVC shape. 40 In the bare form (without any inflectional morphology), roots with a CVC shape reduplicate the final root consonant, after an epenthetic high [−ATR] vowel [ɪ̄] . Those roots with a CV shape reduplicate the first (i.e. only) consonant, followed by [ɪ̄] (Table 47) .
Root shape
Partial reduplication Example Gloss C1VC2 C1VC2-ɪC2 gàs → gàs-ɪ̄s 'celebrate' → 'celebrate profusely' C1V C1VC1-ɪ yà → yà-yɪ̄ 'go.SG → 'wander aimlessly' Table 47 Pluractional derivation
The newly derived pluractional stem is able to inflect regularly with Deictic Directional morphology and bound pronominal suffixes. When the pluractional stem is inflected, deletion of the epenthetic vowel /ɪ̄/ occurs. As a result of the deletion, two identical consonants occur in sequence, pronounced as a geminate. In (5a) the derived pluractional verb is in the bare form following an auxiliary, as compared to (5b) where gemination occurs since the epenthetic vowel [ɪ̄] has deleted (but not before spreading the [−ATR] feature to the morpheme /-í/ DD∅).
40 The research to date shows only monosyllabic verbs undergoing this partial reduplication process. Contrast between geminate and singlelton consonants involving the pluractional derivation is seen in Table 48 with the nominalizing enclitic =āgɪ́. 
Conclusion
This paper is the first comprehensive examination of the core phonology of the Ethiopian variety of Komo, an endangered language of the Koman family. One notable feature of the Komo consonant system is the apparent deglottalization of ejectives, which results in voiced obstruents word-medially and unreleased obstruents word-finally. Surface contrast in consonant length, a feature that is not considered phonemically contrastive in the language, arises from morphophonological processes in the verb. Komo displays a phonemic seven-vowel inventory with ATR contrast in the high vowels, which is supported by acoustic measurements of over 6,000 vowels taken from twelve native speakers. One of the most unusual aspects of Komo phonology is the bi-directional ATR harmony system. The Komo system questions the notion of a single "dominant" ATR feature within an ATR harmony system, as the same vocalic elements that are triggers of anticipatory [+ATR] spreading in one domain can also be targets of progressive [-ATR] spreading in another.
